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Calculation of the Temperature Dependent AC
Susceptibility of Superconducting Disks
M. J. Qin, G. Li, H. K. Liu, and S. X. Dou
Abstract—The temperature dependent complex AC susceptibil-
ities of high temperature superconducting disks in perpendicular
AC magnetic fields (in absence of DC magnetic field) have been
calculated from first principles. The temperature dependent AC
susceptibilities for different AC field amplitudes, AC field frequen-
cies, reduced pinning potential, and sample thickness have been de-
rived, which demonstrate many features different from what has
been observed in the configuration of infinite long slab or cylinder
under a parallel-applied AC field. The results of such a realistic
configuration of finite-thickness samples in perpendicular fields
can be compared directly to the experimental results.
Index Terms—AC susceptibility, high temperature supercon-
ductor, perpendicular and parallel field, pinning potential.
I. INTRODUCTION
A C magnetic measurements have been widely used to studythe magnetic properties and flux dynamics of supercon-
ductors [1]–[18]. The advantage of using magnetic measure-
ment over transport measurement is that magnetic measurement
is contact-less. AC magnetic measurements are usually more
sensitive than DC magnetic measurements because phase sen-
sitive detector can be used to achieve higher sensitivity.
However, the analysis of the results from magnetic measure-
ments is usually more difficult than transport measurements
because the magnetic field profiles of the sample are needed
to calculate the current density, especially when samples are
mounted perpendicularly to the applied magnetic fields, which
is the usual case in the measurements. Analytically, such a
perpendicular configuration is difficult to analyze, because of
the extreme demagnetization effect. Present models used to
account for the results of AC measurements [11], [14]–[17] are
usually based on infinite long slab or cylinder immersed in a
parallel-applied magnetic field.
The magnetic properties of the superconductor under per-
pendicular magnetic field have been intensively studied in
recent years. Analytical results have been derived for samples
with zero thickness. Recently, Brandt has developed a new
method from first principles to calculate the magnetic response
of superconducting strips and disks with finite thickness under
perpendicular field [19]–[24]. Magnetization hysteresis loops,
AC susceptibility, detailed field and current distribution with
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or without transport current, surface and geometric barrier
have been studied by Brandt. AC susceptibility as a function
of AC field amplitude has also been presented. However,
experimentally AC susceptibility is usually measured as a
function of temperature. In this paper, the current and field
profiles of superconducting disks under perpendicular field are
derived, and AC susceptibility is calculated as a function of
temperature for different AC field amplitudes, frequencies and
pinning potentials. The results can be compared directly to the
experimental results.
II. CALCULATION METHOD
We consider a superconducting disk with radiusand thick-
ness in an AC field of applied par-
allel to the disk axis along. Because of the axial symmetry
of the problem, only the quarter cross-section ,
is considered. We use cylindrical coordinate system
, with along the symmetrical axis, andparallel to
the surface of the disk. In this case the current density, elec-
tric field , and vector potential (defined by ,
, ) have only one component pointing along
the azimuthal direction; thus , ,
and . The vector potential of the applied field
is . Because ,
and (here we describe the superconductor as
), we have because
. The solution of this Laplace equation in cylindrical
geometry is
(1)




is obtained by integrating the three dimensional Green function
of the Laplace equation, with ,
over the angle .
To obtain the equation for , we express the induction
law in the form . The
gauge of , to which an arbitrary curl-free vector field may be
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added, presents no problem in this simple geometry. Eliminating
from (1), one obtains
(4)
The equation of motion for the current density can be ob-
tained by inverting (4) as
(5)
where is the reciprocal kernel defined by
(6)
The superconducting disk is characterized by a power law
relationship, , with
(7)
where is the flux flow resistivity, the critical current den-
sity, the normal state resistivity, the upper critical field,
and , represents the pinning potential,
the Boltzmann constant andthe temperature. With (7), we
consider actually only the flux creep regime, the extension to
flux flow regime will be considered elsewhere.
In order to show the temperature dependence of the AC sus-
ceptibility, the temperature dependence of the parameters are
chosen as [14]
where , and is the critical temperature.
At each temperature, (5) is easily time integrated by
starting with at time and then
putting . The
vector potential can then be derived from (1) and the magnetic
field . The magnetic moment can be obtained by
integrating the current density over the sample volumeas
(8)
For sinusoidal , one may define
the nonlinear complex AC susceptibilities ,
(9)
Usually, the are normalized such that for or
the ideally diamagnetic susceptibility results;
this normalization is achieved by dividing all by the mag-
nitude of the initial slope .
In this paper only the fundamental susceptibility will
be considered, denoting by . For all the calculations, we
Fig. 1. Magnetic field lines (solid lines) and flux fronts (dashed lines) when
the applied field changes from 0 toH to  H for a disk with side ratio
b=a = 0:1,  = 50,H = 1e   3, and!B , at t = 0:92.
use a reduced unit of , , , ,
and are in units of , , , and ,
respectively.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig. 1 shows the magnetic field lines and the flux fronts of
a superconducting disk with side ratio , ,
, and , at , for flux pene-
tration and exit as the applied field changes from 0 to and
to . is the temperature at which the imaginary
part of the AC susceptibility reaches the maximum. How-
ever, as can be seen from Fig. 1, the flux fronts are not closed
when reaches . For an infinite long cylinder under per-
pendicular magnetic field, reaches a maximum as the flux
fronts meet at the center of the sample, and the current density
can then be calculated by , where is the radius
of the cylinder. However, for a finite disk under perpendicular
magnetic field, this simple relationship between and is
not valid any more, and one has to consider the curvature of
the magnetic flux lines except when a very high DC field is ap-
plied. The flux fronts are calculated most conveniently as the
two contour lines where the current densityequals for
increasing field and equals 0 for decreasing field [19]–[24].
For local relaxation measurement [25], [26], in which hall
probes are placed onto the surface of a sample perpendicular to
the magnetic field, the current density is usually approximately
calculated using the perpendicular component of the field (
in Fig. 1) and is neglected. This may result in some uncer-
tainties as can be seen from Fig. 1, bothand contribute to
the current density. As the side ratio increases, the curvature
becomes less and less important, and the parallel limit could be
a good approximation, see Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 shows the calculated AC susceptibility versus tempera-
ture for a superconducting disk with side ratio , creep
exponent , AC field amplitude , for dif-
ferent AC field frequencies. As the frequencies decreases, the
transition temperature shifts to lower value, the peak height in
decreases and the breadth in increases as it moves to
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Fig. 2. Magnetic field lines (solid lines) and flux fronts (dashed lines) at
H(t) = H for disks with side ratiosb=a = 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, = 50,
H = 1e   3, and!B = 1, at t = 0:96.
Fig. 3. AC susceptibility versus temperature for a superconducting disk with
side ratiob=a = 0:1, creep exponent = 50, AC field amplitudeH =
1e  3, for different AC field frequencies indicated in the figure.
lower temperature, which is in good agreement with experi-
mental data [13]. The features shown here are similar to what
have been obtained for a slab under parallel field
[14].
In Fig. 4, we plot the calculated curves of and as a
function of temperature at various ac field amplitudes, for a su-
perconducting disk with side ratio , creep exponent
and AC field frequency . As increases,
the height of the peak in decreases, while the breadth in
increases as it moves to lower temperature. Experimentally, it
has been observed that when is satisfied, the height
of the peak in increases as increases [11]. In this paper,
Fig. 4. AC susceptibility versus temperature for a superconducting disk with
side ratiob=a = 0:1, creep exponent = 50, AC field frequencies!B =
1, for different AC field amplitudes indicated in the figure.
Fig. 5. AC susceptibility versus temperature for superconducting disks with
different side ratio s and creep exponents indicated in the figure, at AC field
frequencies!B = 1 and AC field amplitudeH = 1e  3.
all the calculations are conducted without DC field, it is ex-
pected that the AC field may have the same effect as that of
the DC magnetic field. Usually, increasing results in lower
height and larger breadth in , as has been demonstrated by
both calculation and experiment [14], [11]
Fig. 5 shows the AC susceptibility as a function of tempera-
ture for superconducting disks with different side ratios
, 2, 10, and creep exponents , for AC field
amplitude and frequency . As the
side ratio increases, the peak in shifts to higher temperature
with higher peak height, whereas increasing the creep exponent
results in lower peak height and higher transition. With in-
creasing side ratio and creep exponent, the ac susceptibility goes
to the limit of the solid line ( , ) which shows
the Bean critical state limit for an infinite long cylinder under
parallel magnetic field. It should be noted that the critical state
model predicts a constant height in independent of the AC
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field amplitude and frequency and therefore cannot explain the
features shown in Figs. 3–5. The effects of the side ratio on the
calculation of pinning potential using ac susceptibility will be
discussed elsewhere.
IV. CONCLUSION
The temperature dependent complex AC susceptibilities of
high temperature superconducting disks (
and ) in perpendicular AC fields (in absence of DC
magnetic field) have been calculated from first principles. The
field profiles and the current distribution in the disks have been
derived, which demonstrate many features different from what
have been observed in the configuration of infinite long cylin-
ders or slabs under parallel field. The curvature of the magnetic
field lines caused by the finite thickness of the sample has been
shown to have obvious effects on the AC susceptibility. The cal-
culated temperature dependent AC susceptibilities for different
AC field amplitudes, frequencies, pinning potential, and sample
thickness have been obtained and the characteristics have been
discussed. The results of such a realistic configuration of fi-
nite-thickness samples in perpendicular fields can be compared
directly to the experimental results.
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